Relocation of bus, taxi and lorry stands in Rose Hill

The National Transport Authority wishes to inform the public and all stakeholders concerned that, due to the Metro Express Project, the following temporary measures have been taken:

- The lorry stand near Rose Hill Market is being shifted to a parking area adjacent to the District Court and Mauritius Telecom, Rose Hill;
- The base of operation for taxis operating from Rose Hill (Near Market) Taxi Stand is being shifted to Duval Street, Rose Hill; and
- The stands for buses of Rte 1A, 1C, 40 and 145, operating from Rose Hill Market Bus Stand, are being shifted to Place Cardinal Margeot.

Needful is being done in respect of sign posts and road markings as required by the Authorities concerned.

The National Transport Authority relies on the understanding and usual co-operation of the public and all stakeholders concerned and apologises for any inconvenience caused.
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